
Communication is an important skill for anyone. It’s especially important as a caregiver.

Good communication skills will lay the groundwork for your relationship with your patient

to provide the best care possible. Your patient needs to feel that you are having a

conversation with them—that you respect them—even if they cannot understand

everything you are saying.

COMMUNICATION

T I P S  T O  C O M M U N I C A T E  I N  A  C A R E G I V I N G  C R I S I S

Learn about your patients’ backgrounds by asking questions about their lives. Also, ask the

patient how they would like to spend their time, their likes and dislikes, about their family,

etc. Try to find the communication method that works best with each individual patient

early in your relationship. Always face your patients when you speak and always maintain

eye contact; ask what they think would be good solutions.

FIRST ENCOUNTERS

Remember, you are talking to an adult, not a child. It is important to realize, the

patronizing speech will put older adults on the defensive and convey a lack of respect for

them. Put yourself in their shoes and think of how you would want to be spoken to in the

situation. Look for answers that optimize strengths and compensate for problems. 

NEVER BE PATRONIZING

Ask questions that generate involvement and check for their level of understanding.

Have the patience to wait for answers.

Make it easier for everyone to stay attentive. 

Cut down on noise and distractions in the room.

Speak at a slow pace and volume that works for the patient. 

Use visual cues and physical touch to help convey your message.

Ask for their advice . . . and do not give yours.

Ask specific questions, yet do not interrogate. Routine questions such as “How are you

doing?” usually lead to automatic answers.

Always be a good listener and maintain eye contact. These are two ways you can

communicate that you care.

Listen to what they are not saying. This is especially important when dealing with the

effects of illnesses and disabilities.

Do not be too complex.

Change the subject if you notice frustration.

Never argue with the patient.

Do not ever be condescending.

Do not ask a lot of questions that rely on a good memory.

TIPS FOR ENHANCING THE FLOW OF COMMUNICATION


